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SUMMARY 
A theoretical and experimental study has been made of finite-
amplitude free and forced oscillations of a perfect fluid in a 
cylindrical container with an annular sector cross section, which can 
be regenerated to various annular or various sector containers. The 
first antisymmetric mode gravity wave responses to a lateral harmonic 
excitation are investigated by a third order theory approximating the 
nonlinear coupling of the free surface waves. It is shown that the 
character of nonlinear behavior of the liquid can be described by a 
generalized Duffing-type equation. 
The characteristic depth, H , at which the liquid exhibits 
linear vibration motion, is found for a semicircular tank, a quarter 
sector tank, a k5° sector tank, and an annular semicircular tank with 
radius ratio of 0.3- A surprising result, which has been confirmed 
by the experiments, is that more than one characteristic depth exists 
for certain tank configurations. For a liquid height h ̂  H , the 
liquid system would behave as either a nonlinear soft spring or as a 
nonlinear hard spring. 
The expressions of free surface elevation, pressure distribu-
tions, liquid forces, and moments are derived. Numerical examples are 
given to compare with whatever theoretical and experimental data are 
available. 
Additional experiments were performed to find the charaeteristic 
xiii 
depth for a rectangular tank. 
Applying the concept of a characteristic depth, a theoretical 
and experimental investigation on the application of liquid lateral 
response as a dynamic vibration absorber has also been conducted. The 
experiments have confirmed that the liquid oscillating at the first 
antisymmetric mode can be developed as a device for vibration reduction. 
A motion picture showing the experimental procedures and demon-





The problem of liquid oscillations has been an interesting and 
important subject for scientists and engineers in the past 150 years. 
It is of academic interest as well as of practical importance. In the 
early years, seismologists and civil engineers were concerned about the 
effects of earthquakes on the oscillations of water in lakes, harbors, 
oil tanks, and water reservoirs. Later, the effect of liquid fuel 
sloshing in wing fuel tanks on the flutter characteristics of the 
airplane wing, and the overall effect of fuel sloshing on airplane 
dynamic stability constituted a significant problem in the aircraft 
industry. Recently, with the advent of the space age, for the appear-
ance of the large liquid propelled rocket and supersonic transport, in 
which a large portion (sometimes about 90 percent) of the takeoff gross 
weight may be in liquid fuel, the fuel sloshing problem could be of 
governing importance to many aspects of the design. 
The problem of liquid oscillation in a rigid container has been 
investigated very thoroughly in the past based on an approximate theory 
which results when the amplitude of the surface waves is considered to 
be small. This hypothesis leads to a linear theory and to boundary 
value problems more or less of classical type. The equations of motion 
of a perfect liquid were found by Euler in 1755 [ 1] in terms of the 
velocity components. In 178l, Lagrange introduced the idea of a single-
2 
valued function called a "velocity-potential." It was Cauchy who pre-
sented the first rigorous demonstration in terms of the velocity po-
tential in 1827. The fluid wave motion in a rectangular container 
studied by Merian in 1828 [2k] is among the earliest to have been 
thoroughly treated with linear theory. The problem of the liquid os-
cillations in a circular basin of any uniform depth was treated by 
Polsson in 1828, but the results were not interpreted for the reason 
that the theory of Bessel functions had not at that time been worked 
out [1, §191]. It was not until 1876 that the full solution of the 
problem, with numerical details, was given by Rayleigh [2]. Prom then 
on, especially in the years of the 1950's, extensive investigations of 
the liquid sloshing based on the linear theory for various tank con-
figurations, both stationary and moving containers, were subsequently 
reported. The review of these literatures can be found in [3,k~\. For 
design engineers and research scientists, a design handbook and a 
monograph were prepared [5^27]* 
Although the linearized theory of the small oscillations of a 
free surface in rigid containers is well established, nonlinearities 
in the amplitude-frequency response of liquids in containers of various 
geometries, nevertheless, have long been noted [^,6,l6]. Moreover, 
the liquid sloshing, resulting from the external forces, has been shown 
experimentally to be most critical when the excitation frequency is in 
the neighborhood of a natural frequency of lower mode liquid oscilla-
tions. For such a resonance case, the linearized theory fails to pre-
dict the liquid motion. Hence, in recent developments, attention has 
3 
been concentrated upon investigation of the finite-amplitude liquid 
motion. 
Quite a few theoretical and experimental studies of the finite-
amplitude liquid motions were made. In fact, the nonlinear phenomenon 
of the rotation or shifting of a nodal diameter in a circular cylindri-
cal trough was first reported by Guthrie [ 6] early in 1875• However, 
no reason was given and this nonlinear phenomenon was considered to be 
an experimental fault (this was clarified later by Hutton [21]). One 
of the earliest and most complete theoretical investigations on stand-
ing gravity waves of finite amplitude (designed to assist in the engi-
neering design of harbors for the Normandy invasion) was carried out 
during World War II and was later published by Penney and Price [ l6] in 
1952, who were concerned with the free oscillation of two dimensional 
standing waves in a rectangular tank of infinite depth. In 195^, em-
ploying a perturbation method and characteristic functions, Moiseyev 
[ 15] investigated the nonlinear vibrations of a liquid in an arbitrary 
tank. The perturbation method was also used by Verma and Keller in 
1952 [7], by Tadjbaksh and Keller in 1959 [ 18], and by DiMaggio and 
Rehm in 1965 [23]• Through the use of Dini expansions and the itera-
tive procedure, Mack [22] studied the finite-amplitude axisymmetric 
gravity waves in a circular cylindrical container. Extending the basic 
Penney and Price theory, Lin and Howard [ 8] in i960, Bauer [ 20] in I96U 
treated the forced oscillations of a liquid in a rectangular tank. In 
1963, Hutton [21] developed a theory for the investigation of resonant, 
nonlinear non-planar free surface oscillation of a fluid in a circular 
cylindrical tank and thus clarified the doubt of Guthrie [ 6] about the 
h 
nonlinear resonant phenomenon of the rotation of a nodal diameter. 
Another topic concerning the nonlinear free oscillation of a liquid in 
a cylindrical sector container was presented by Baird [ 20] who analyzed 
the problem by using the Krylov-Bogoliubov method. Some experimental 
work concerning the nonlinear surface waves was studied by Taylor [ 17] , 
Fultz [ 19] > and Abramson, et al. [ lU-] . A closely related topic is the 
study of the liquid surface oscillations in longitudinally excited 
rigid cylindrical containers by Dodge, et al. [ 9]• 
In this dissertation, studies are made in two phases. In the 
first phase a nonlinear analysis is performed for the lateral oscilla-
tions of an inviscid, incompressible fluid of arbitrary depth with irro-
tational flow in an annular circular rigid cylindrical sector container, 
which can be regenerated to various sector or various annular containers. 
The analysis is carried out for a standing gravity wave motion corres-
ponding to the lowest antisymmetric mode coupled with the other surface 
waves. Both free oscillations and forced oscillations due to lateral 
harmonic excitation are studied. Analytical expressions for liquid 
surface elevation, liquid forces and moments are derived. The theore-
tical results obtained from present studies are compared with the avail-
able theoretical and experimental data obtained by the other investiga-
tors. In the second phase, the result of the free oscillation analysis 
in the first phase is examined experimentally and is applied to investi-
gate, both theoretically and experimentally, the dynamic coupling of the 




FOEMULATION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
The problem under consideration is the motion of a perfect fluid 
of irrotational flow in an annular circular cylindrical sector con-
tainer, which is filled with the liquid of density p to a height h. 
The walls and the bottom of the container are assumed to be rigid. The 
inner radius is denoted by b, the outer radius by a, and the sector 
angle by 2T\a, where 0 < a < 1. 
A container-fixed Cartesian coordinate system, Oxyz, is introduced 
such that the xy plane coincides with the undisturbed free surface and 
--* 
is perpendicular to the gravity vector g, and the z-axis is directed 
positive upward (Figure l), In a polar coordinate system, r, Q, and 
z are the corresponding container-fixed coordinates. Then the displace-
ment of the liquid free surface from the r6-plane is denoted by z = 
T)(r,9,t), which is due to the perturbations induced by some initial 
disturbance (free oscillation) or due to a translatory excitation X(t) 
(forced oscillation). In the solution of forced oscillation and the 
numerical examples, a harmonic translational excitation of the container 
will be applied, i.e., X(t) = e cos out. 
Since the liquid is assumed to be nonviscous and incompressible, 
and the flow is irrotational, i.e., in a conservative velocity field, 
there exists a single-valued velocity potential function $ in a simply-
connected region such that 
(0 , 0, - - ) 
<s= => 
X ( t ) = e cos cut 
* - x 
r=b r=a 
X(t) = e cos cut 
Figure 1. Coordinate System 
ON 
7 
v^$ = o (II-I) 
which follows from the continuity equation. This means that the velocity 
potential of the liquid must satisfy Laplace's equation, where 
zr2 r 3r r2 3GJ 3*z 
in polar cylindrical coordinates. The boundary conditions at the rigid 
walls and bottom are: 
ff = 0 r = a, b (ll-2a,b) 
7 i f = o e - 0 , 2 ™ (II_3^b) 
iz — ° * = - h (H-U) 
The remaining boundary condition is the liquid free surface condition 
which can be obtained by considering the following two facts: (a) the 
normal velocity of the liquid free surface is equal to the normal ve-
locity of the liquid particles at the free surface, which is called the 
kinematic condition, and (b) the pressure at the free surface must be 
equal to the ullage pressure, which is called the dynamic condition. 
If the equation of the free surface elevation is expressed as 
S = 2 - 7/(r, e, t ) -= o 
then the kinematic condition is 
§f - I If + 7J 'V) S = ° at z = T] 
which gives 
at * zr dr ^ rx 96 â az. ~ u at * - /( (11-5) 
Assuming that the external force F (including gravity force) is deriv-
able from a potential function P such that 
f - - VV = - V J x Xct) + z % 
then the unsteady Bernoulli equation gives 
s£ 
at v rt v^ ' v ^ ] ^S 2 ̂ x X(ti = -Jr at z =7l 
Thus the dynamical condition at the free surface (p=0 at z=T|) yields 
^ + ± [ v f - V $ ] + J z + X X ( t ) •= 0 at z = 7 / (11-6) 
Hence, the system to be Investigated is the following boundary value 
problem: 
V\$ - 0 for 0 <. $ < 2TCO< b < r < a y - A < ^ < ^ 
^ r ~ 0 at r = a. a>i4 r — b 
7 fe = 0 at $ - 0 and 9 - 2TTO/ 
$* - 0 a t 2 = -A 
9 
(n-8) 
where the indicated subscripts denote partial differentiation with re-
spect to the independent variable, 
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CHAPTER III 
SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
Approximation of Free Surface Conditions 
From Equations (II-7) and (II-8) of the preceding chapter, we 
see that the problem to be solved here is a linear partial differen-
tial equation (Laplace's equation) with several homogeneous boundary 
conditions and two nonlinear boundary conditions. One of the diffi-
culties in this problem is that these two nonlinear boundary condi-
tions hold on the unknown free surface z = 7)(r,0,t). This diffi-
culty can be avoided by approximation. 
Let the kinematic condition and dynamic condition at the free 
surface be expressed by the functions K(r,9,z,t) and D(r,9,z,t), 
respectively, as follows: 
KCr, e.z,t)a I i- £ r ^+ ^ ^ l - £ = o <xz=r/ (m-i) 
X)lr.^Z't)s I t + fz * X(t)rcosG +i{ir+y*<!>Q+l
Z
zho (m-2) 
at z =-7J 
Assume that K(r,0,z,t) and D(r,0,z,t) are analytic in the 
neighborhood of z=0 and are equal to zero at z=T], then it is possible 
to expand these functions into Taylor series about z=0 to be evaluated 
at z=T), thus we obtain 
11 
K + 
z = o 
aJK' 
az >j+mi3.'i 9 Z 3 if! * - 0 3 ! (H l -3) 
f +-tel l JL" •+• 
3) 
•J 2 = 0 [f ] T| ̂  [S] I 
• = 0 
r^D 1 t 
9z 5 | 3 l 
*\m X- =0 
in-4) 
where 
[K]x..= [ V ^
+ r A V * k L , 
L a ^ J z ^ o [_*r* f r ^T " 1 82 4 ~ 2 Z J T = O 
[l£]z,0 = [ur+ F> W r ^ L 0 
"pj _ = [f^Xlorcose +i($; + 7,$^f^)_ 
( I I I - 5 ) 
Z - 0 
<9D 
az 
-1,2 = 0 Az




A* + ̂ r, + AA*+7'C +?M«+I«+?*5«L 
Since the nonlinear free surface boundary conditions cannot be 
th 
satisfied exactly, an approximation method shall be employed, the j 
order approximate solution corresponding to the (p,q) mode is that in 
12 
which terms up to the order of A are retained while terms of the order 
of AJ or higher are neglected, and where A is the amplitude of the 
linear free surface displacement corresponding to the (p,q) mode. A 
third order nonlinear analysis will be adopted for this problem. 
To provide a guide for the approximation procedure, the nonlinear 
free surface conditions can be expressed in terms of A. For the order 
of magnitude consideration, it is evident that the velocity potential § 
has the same order as the wave height T\. This can be seen by neglecting 
the nonlinear terms for free oscillations in Eq. (III-2), i.e., 
Thus § = 0(1]) = 0(A) 
for the first approximation. 
Letting $ =^A, T| = T\k? and using Eq. (III-5)., we obtain from Eqs« 
(III-3) and (III-1+) 
[\-<t>l_j +[ii+Ml-UlJ (III-6) 
iijj+?iP-!ii/+o(A<)=0 
Xiorc.se +[56 ̂ J j ^ ^ f £)+ij]zJ (in-7) 
ii M+MiMtW iJ]J+0(*4] - ° 
Thus, up to the third order approximation, the free surface conditions 
become 
13 
l-^iA+T'M-^H + ir.nA (III"8) 
i, - H " i ^ M * + £ ) + ^ 7 - * r M
 (III"9) 
+7. f8%27 ^J«i?+4 £ t « f = - X(«^«5& a t z = 0 
Equation (II-7) together with free surface conditions, Eqs. (III-8) and 
(III-9), constitute our boundary value problem. 
Method of Solution 
Boundary Galerkin Method [ 28] 
By the method of separation of variables, a function which is the 
sum of a set of eigenfunctions (normal sloshing modes) satisfying Eqs. 
(II-7) is found to be 
00 po 
I l r . « , z , t ) = Ajt) + 1 1 Aj t ) coa(^6) (111-10) 
cosk L?m*\~a~j\ r* [-? \-\ 
cosh [?„„£] " L j&^irJ 
where C /_ (§ —) rep re sen t s the cy l inde r func t ion , with k = —, 
m/2aK^mn 3,' * J ' a . ' 










L-n wrt„ *J 
20f 
u J a < ^ " = o 
where prime means the differentiation with respect to the argument. 
The roots 5 corresponding to each a are given in reference [ 20]. 
Those for <x=\, ~g, s are given in Table 1. It is to be noted that A00(t) 
is the eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue §00 = 0 and is 
needed for the calculation of the pressure distributions. If k ap-
proaches to zero, then 
2e< 
Ajn_ = 0 
2o< 
T^CO = o 
20i 
The unknown functions A (t) are time dependent functions and are called 
mn 
the generalized coordinates of the (m,n) mode for the velocity potential 
Now the sets of functions [l, cos (̂— 6)} and [C /o (E —)} are 
u ' K2oi /J L m/2a m & 
complete in Hilbert space because their individual ordinary differential 
equation system is self-adjoint. Thus, by a well-known theorem [11], 
the set of eigenfunctions fl, cos (— 9) C /o (l —) ] is complete. & L ? \2_oi i m/2oi mn a' ^ 
Therefore we can expand the surface displacement T| in terms of the 
eigenfunctions, i.e., 
Table 1 [Reference 26] 
Yr (5 )J" (k§ ) m mn m mn 
The Roots of A = — 
d 
c m d r m 
2 a L 2a 
(O 
mn 




2 a 2a 
Y' (k§ ) 







0 . 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0-5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0-9 
5 0 1 3.83171 3.9^09^ h.23575 ^.70577 5.39118 6.39316 7.93008 10.52203 15-73755 31.^2923 
5 n 1.84118 1.803^7 1.70512 1.58207 1.^6178 1 . 3 5 ^ 7 1.26208 1.18237 1 .H337 1.0531^ 
Izi 3-05^25 3.0529^ 3.03^72 2.96850 2.84240 2.68120 2.51595 2.36285 2.22646 2.10622 
*=i 
3.83171 3.9^09^ ^.23575 ^.70577 5.39118 6.39316 7.93008 10.52203 15.73775 31.^2923 
3.05^25 3-0529^ 3-03^72 2.96850 2.84240 2.68120 2.51595 2.36285 2.22646 2.10622 
5-31757 5.31756 5.31735 5.31298 5-28210 5-17523 ^.96965 ^.71085 4.4507^ 4.2123^ 
H 
vn 
Table 1. (Concluded) 
|01 3.83171 3.9^094 4.23575 ^70577 5.39118 
§11 5.31757 5.31756 5.31735 5.31298 5.28210 
I21 9-59581 9-59581 9-59581 9-59581 9-595^3 
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
6.39316 7.93008 10.52203 15.73755 31.U2923 
5.17523 ^.96965 4.71085 ^.^507^ h.21234 





1? (r. 6, t ) = oCltl + £ X_ c x > «6(£e) G ( J„„£) 
In the present case, o^0(t) = 0 with our choice of axes such that the 
j>ZtZ.dL ,-<X 
mean water level is zero at z=0, i.e., \ T](r,8) rdrd9 = 0. 
- • 1 - ' K 0 -'b 
Thus 
OO £*} 
m s o t i l l .ic* 
where the unknown functions a (t) are the generalized coordinates of 
mn ' to 
the (m,n) mode for the surface displacement T]. 
Substituting Eqs. (III-IO) and (ill-ll) into (III-8) and (III-9) 
and letting 
x. = mn (k . K = m 2dL 
U ) m n _ J>*w f I / J h > 
y - — UMK ^ - T J ex 
where au is the linear natural frequency corresponding to the (m,n) 
mode, we obtain 
OO C*3 
I I E I o L ~ y-"A.»] tosX,e Cy„(^„0 
r - t i >j =• i 
(111-12) 
> 3 OO PO CW 
+ E H H E AXk-\- cos** asjjfl Q . M ^ o 
+ {jMS\»& SfcJis - X V - a w A 8 " 5 ^ ) ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ] 
+ Z E E E ^ E / U ^ J 4 ,*o*i»Q»%»(w4» \̂.%&ili)Qv) 
»i*o vi*, £*o ! * • * * » JhM J * l L (J 
18 
i- (yx ^ ^ £•>£* Sl»%& CosW - ^^CosPj CoSp CoSjjfi) 
• C^(A^r) C ^ - r ) Q(A^)J = 0. 
Cta &o 
yy\zo r\-i L J 
+ L i_ E £ HJLAJU,^ C f l S ^ c^-r) c^r) 
p\.o n^i : - c i z i I** d L J 
\XU%^ &w+




00 do £<> {XI j o #o 
+ M« f"°*^ ^ ^ . M G/yn+I£ L i l l 
•(AJ^I^^*'***8^*9 C ^ r ) C^r) C%(^r) 
' GJV* Cvl\r) C^far)} = - X(t) r Ccs 9 
Employing the boundary Galerkin method and utilizing the orthogo-
nal properties of the eigenfunctions, we multiply both sides of Eq_. 
19 
flII-12) bv r cosv G C (\ r) and integrate it over the free surface 
m 
t o ob ta in 
u 
^ / l d / 1 
MM 
A +- <? 




A r - i ^ ~(K /-^IJ,  
( £ r Cos))j OjK^dsdr 
Jv JQ 
m=0, l ,2 , 
I Jc rCos
1^ O j A ^ ^ d r 
<y> po to &> r / / 
E =E>_ I I ^ A ^ J ^ C O ^ G ^ Q M Q M 




po ya pa tr> p° to 
+zrzi:x:£ A.„^^ 
M-o >i = | P C j = | &-° t - l 
. ti^a. ^ w ^sx^ &*« Q>^^G>/)Q(v) 






£ ( r^«g* fog CK(KJ)<l94r 
ffrft^^^'^^ 
j- a r^icof 
Jb i Frcos^ C^^dedr 
i*Jfro/A* C^rWadr 
m=0, l ,2 , (111-15) 
n = l , 2 , . . . . 
( I l l - 1 5 a ) 
( I I I -15b) 
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CO K3 C*> i>& 
F=ZZIE 
^•=0 »- - ! i=(? ^3-| 
i M ^ t y U * M<<X.r<ty) (IH-15C) 
QQ 6* to X> C0 t>° [ i , 




(_L iASks*** &HI CosW -t-V3£°s4*&*«&*») 
r> J # 
• C^r) (TR.(ACjr) G ^ J j + ^ A ^ ^ ^ t i s ^ M S ^ e 
• G„M QlV> C%M] 
For Aoo(t), we multiply Eq.. (111-13) by r and integrate it over 
the free surface. Again., the orthogonality of eigenfunctions leads to 
- ^<\ ST2T&* 
Aoo<t) = i ^ b y [ 1 1 F r Adr +X£«| | r twWr 
zreo< 
( I I I - I6) 
I t i s to be noted that e in Eq. (HI-lU) and f in Eq. (HI-15) 
mn ^ v ' mn ^ v y 
are nonlinear terms involving A.., a. .. A.., a. .. and their products. 
•13 ij iJ iJ 
If e = f = 0, we have equations of motion corresponding to linear 
mn mn ' * ^ to 
theory [ 25] . 
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From Eqs. (lll-l4) and (III-15), it can be seen that there are 
doubly infinitely many sets of nonlinear differential equations de-
scribing the fluid motion. To obtain an approximate solution, we take 
only a finite number of equations. From the linear theory and experi-
mental evidence, it is a well known fact that the fluid motion corres-
ponding to the lowest natural frequency (n=l) of the m=l mode exhibits 
the most important effects in the case of transverse oscillations 
(e.g. producing the largest force and moment). The previous nonlinear 
analyses and the experimental results [21,8,lU] together with the pre-
sent experimental observation show that the fundamental mode always 
coupled with some other small amplitude waves. Therefore, it is the 
purpose of this investigation to study the liquid motion corresponding 
to the fundamental antisymmetric mode (oi11} A1X) coupled with the first 
symmetric mode (c^1? A01) and the first cos 28-mode (ckf21,A21). Then the 
corresponding generalized coordinates allf AX1 dominate the other gen-
eralized coordinates and are assumed to have the order of magnitude 
0(A), i.e., 
an = 0(A) 
An = 0(A) 
The corresponding generalized coordinates for the coupled modes 
(a01 ,A01, Qf21,A21) produce secondary effects and are assumed to have 
the order of magnitude 0(A2), i.e., 
Qbi = 0(A2) 
A01 = 0(A2) 




Based on the above hypothesis, the nonlinear differential equa-
tions describing the kinematic free surface condition are obtained from 
(ill-1*0 ; they are 
1/ SLA,, +" <?,. — ° (IH-17) 
v _ J^LA -v e = o 
where 
A) , , , , a 
e„ = E „ U I f ^ X ^ ^ A ^ i ^ ^ A ^ ^ ^ y A ^ . 
e0 > = E 0 , Afto<n 
6a, — ira, An<x(l 
in which E..'s are constants depending only upon the tank geometry and 
-LJ 
are given in Appendix l(A). 
Similarly, the nonlinear differential equations describing the 
dynamic free surface condition are obtained from (111-15); they are 
A, + H + $« = ~x" * (III"l8) 
A.. + H + f c - - ^ i i 
A, +K+f*. = -•*». x 
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where 
f„ = (IT, ^ OKA + %fi#* - £ f V. 
, » , . - , i 
^ « „ ,— ftu" 
i = F„f A^-CR^i^y^A,; 
again, F. .'s and x. .'s are constants depending only upon the tank ge-
ometry and are given in Appendix l(A). 
By the same manner, Eq. (Ill-l6) becomes 
A 0 0 M = - _!_ A 
a'-bx 4 
\>k£rC£M dr 
4/ r& /--, +**( I > QW)^)+ ^(frC^.rjdr)] 
,i |3, 
?V,([>^VMr>%^^») 27ta 3 
( I I I - I9) 
Equations (HI-17) and (III-18) can be combined by retaining terms up 
to the third order to form a set of three second-order ordinary dif-
ferential equations describing the boundary condition of the liquid at 
the free surface in terms of the generalized coordinates (amplitudes) 
of the surface displacement. The results are 
25 
t c^ & Co?,/2 + e nx tf hi **s Z = 0 
where 
We assume a solution of the form as follows (the form of solu-
tion is suggested by the observation of experimental surface waves and 
the solution of free oscillations in a sector cylindrical tank [10]), 
o/n = Clu G*T + ̂ ^ s i t (111-22) 
o/ = : ^co "4- ao|<Cos2-U 
oil ~ ^ ° * ^ 2 | *~cs ^ 
where the order of magnitude of a.11 i s of 0(A), t h a t of a1 3 i s of 
0(A 3 ) , and t h a t of a 0 0 , a 0 1 , a^0, a21 i s of 0 (A
2 ) . 
The Ri tz condi t ions a re then 
iTL 
I ^ [ o / i i ^ ^ . T J u t d T = 0 (Hl-23) 
p D . k y c i . ^ . t ] Cos3Tdt = 0 
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-'o u 
r^nL^i/^^J Cos«<*x — o 
' c 
(^^[od^c/^xj cil = 0 
- ' j 
^ Z T L 
j ^Wi,*(tf.TJ Co±zxdx — 0 
which yield, after the substitution of Eqs. (ill-22) into Eqs. (ill-21), 
for the third-order theory, 
(i - t i )a„ + ̂ {cu-3cl3)£ (4 - c„£ta0oa„ (m^) 
- cl4 i r a , A - ( f - cls^Q)sxa„% 
-{^-cn^c)i)a'a^al,^^si
3fH = o 
(i - f i ? ) ^ - f (c,+Ol?A? - ( - r ' ^ ^ ^ Q ' A ^ - i (in-25) 
aoo = jr ( Q, - c„) H
1 C < (in-26) 
1- ~ 1-
flM= - H ^ - O - t f t f * 
27 
(G, + c0±) S2*j£ 
2 ( l - 4 X i x ^ ) 
/j — —v^i ^ ; ->•*•—L±J_ # -
w°i 9 ( i ~ A n l r M " 
Substituting Eqs. (111-26) into Eqs. (ill-2*0 and (111-25) and 
simplifying, we obtain 
a,,* ( K, ci+ K2 a
4 + K3 n ' + K4n* )+4i 0 --aM - 4 a v ) t
111-2?) 
„ ( K a Q V K t r f ^ K T ^ ) A.* ( I I I . 2 8 ) 
ai= - (i - <?xil) (i -+tftf) (i - 4 H* GD 
where Kx, KB, Kg, K^, K5, Ke, &? are constants given in Appendix l(C). 
It is to be noted here that Eq. (ill-27) is the amplitude-
frequency relationship of the harmonic response. It is an algebraic 
equation representing a form of solution corresponding to a generalized 
h 
Duffing's equation. Depending upon the liquid height —, the nonlinear 
a 
system will exhibit a softening effect or a hardening effect according 
to this equation. The liquid system will behave like a linear system 
at a liquid height H which is called the characteristic depth and 
can be obtained from free oscillation analysis. 
As can be seen from Eqs. (111-26), (111-27), and (ill-28), once 
auis solved by Eq. (111-27), the rest of the generalized coordinates 
of free surface displacement can be determined. 
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Free Surface Displacement and Velocity Potential 
If we let 
g = ( X Q ^ K ^ + K ^ ) . _ , x 
°i (i-1nx)(i-4nacl
iXi-4airir) > ^ ~ 2 ^
c ^ c^r*.-^ 
n (, Co, + ̂"oz) C, -O- . o _ _L/y -c ^ir1^ 
^ - 2( < - 4 ^ C ) ' ? 4- 2lQi
C^)^^-
o (G, ̂ C3t) g^ IT 
r* 2 ( ) - 4- •& tf) 
then from Eqs. (111-26) and (111-28), we have 
a,a =• ft an ; ôo - fcX ; ap| - ^ a ; 
Therefore, the free surface displacement can be written as 
TJCr, 8 , t ) = (a,,a<>L0t -4- §a* Co^t)CosMQ Q C N . Q ( m - 2 9 ) 
+ (l\ + ^Co42.(̂ t)«n CtV") *(& +%C°^<CostsCJ^J) 
where the underlined term represents the linearized solution, in which 
alx is obtained from Eq. (III-27) by omitting the alx
3 term. 
Knowing ct11} cn01, and ĉ 31, the expressions for the generalized 
coordinates of the velocity potential can be obtained, again based on 
third order theory, from Eqs. (ill-17). The results are 
Ac, = S 4 <
s - 2 ^ 
A2i = K *» Si^u>t 
From Eq. (III-19) and the above results, we obtain 
A,0= - i r
1 ^ + S*^^ + ^ ^ 6 , 2 ^ 
where 6X, 62,...68 are given in Appendix l(D) 
Therefore the expression for the velocity potential is 
7R A A Co**»t*»>(z+K)] r fx r) 
£ = Aco + Aoi ~Co,u{Kih) C0(*o>r) 
(111-30) 
•4- A f ,iia S ^ C ^ 2 ^ r /A i \ x A r Qf l ^L&ag j f l r , x 
which can be r e w r i t t e n as 
^ A ^ / - -i)B CosK [\iQg-*-U)] r f . 




Saa|}slllttt +40 ,^3^ ] + Aor^i^ff
] 0«r) 
A r i>fl CoaliDW*4**) / • r x vo 
30 
where the underlined term together with the harmonic part of the inte-
grated value of AQQ represent the part of the linearized solution, in 




FLUID FORGES AND MOMENTS 
The pressure exerting on the tank due to the fluid oscillation 
can be obtained from the unsteady Bernoulli equation in terms of the 
disturbance velocity potential: 
\>=-f\$t+$z-etfrc.*t&s& ^f%^Yc£;)j (iv-i) 
In order to be consistent with the third order theory, the pres-
sure, forces, and moments will be obtained up to the third order terms. 
Thus, by Eqs. (III-30) with the abbreviations: C0 = C0(A.01r); 
C = C (\xlr); C = C (X21r), the expression for the pressure dis-
tribution is: 
y(r,e,z,t)= -j>{ fc + ftC#& +%Cos2i*t+%CcsZ<At] (IV-2) 
where 
\> fe = r ^ ^ K ^ + ^ X ^ w Co^k (An K") 
CoiKCAnh) J *"^ 4 ' " ' 
Cy. 
. CosJ.^i.h) J L>, 
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j? = s^-eiSrco,9 +(SAt +S>*i)**CosM ^ ^ f h T
] CM 
±cc\-\ n* CoskD^I^-HI)] 6*1.lX,tz>*0] r , c 
z W ^ A -caiAo^UouM ^ o S ^ G C>> 
/ w 
+ 2 Mr AAA. C * K ^ M C O 5 K I \ , K ) ^ ^ & * * ̂  ^ 
+ 44 
S* n* Coshl^^)] Cc^[\^)l r, <- . r r 
^ ^ C***<*uli>C>*l.<A..I>) W ^ ^ P ^ ^ 
+ 
- I -
r ^ U ^ co.t(x*hioa(Aih)—CosA9 CoLp' 
! ( ( > , -v „3 S m fe IXl (gjjvQ Sink [\, Cĝ jO] ^ . >- A h r f 
t=T<V w - 2^<T^:")]CO 
"+ 2 ( A a « c U ^ . M C*4* CA 
-£*:*. CogjJjSatg+M] 1 * a r / : 
fr. flu 
te^r1 
^sjJXiCg+jO] 1 a fl r * 
^os (̂Auh) J oin jftf Lq 
±£< S ^ C M ^ ) ] 
~T 2-
Cos^ Cj 
% =• 3iA)^a„ c o ^ K ) Co&Mety, 
i <r c- \ \ / i 3 cog/>[x01(z^)] cosA[\fe+>i)] -̂ ... / - / r
y 
" T H V « f l « Cosh l*., t ) C«*A U„ fc) C o s ^ * C° L ^ 
33 
i <• c \ \ „3 Co^E^UH)] Coslxi\(z+H] ,. ^ r ,.r'rl 
~~z\ dsK\ *• cosh U« M Cĉ K CX„h )
 Co^° L**6 CV L^ 
4 ^ r * l" cch <X*k> Co^cx.h) S m * e S I H 2 ^ C 4 L* 
CC o ̂ V, 
With appropriate pressure distributions, the total force in any 
direction can be calculated by integrating the components of the pres-
sure distributions over the wetted surface. Thus the total force on 
the tank in x-direction due to the liquid oscillation is 
KU« [ITV* f Pflw 
F = rt>l aCosedzJ^ - [>] \CCSUK\B ( I V - 3 ) 
Jh 3-t. L r j e = ^ 
The first two terms represent the force contributions from the pressure 
distributions at the circular cylindrical segments and the last term 
represents that from the pressure at the sector wall 6 = 2rra. 
The total forces in the y- and z-directions are, respectively, 
5 -
MT<X • M r . * 
01 a Sih& A* Je 
-A r =* ô u 
2ff0l /rWr. 
OX^bS^e^Je (iv-if) 
+ L LM I .«^*'^-U ) l[fl l . .j»j' 
3h 
r2TC<* <x 
F = - f foLs L rJrdfl (iv-5) 
o J 
The moments about t he axes pass ing through the po in t ( 0 , 0 , - h / 2 ) 
and p a r a l l e l t o the x, y, and z axes due t o the l i q u i d motion can be 
obta ined by the fol lowing formulas: 
r2K* rlvr** a. 
-llt^/L^Jr^b r2Xdf(K 
b s-h 
[f]_.(-t+z)bS-eJzJ« - [ t f ^ / ' -S^ fWe 
"I ih ItXjfr+'i^atUr^l [tfJ-M^r 
M , - [f] (£-z)a&*»JUjt [f] r^s^de(^-7) 
(J -'c -^h '"-^ -4 ^ 2--h 
J [!>Lb(7«)bC6fltA-J j M jy^S-^JzJr 
• a JM0=2ip* r l rMfl^fl 
ff] rdrdt. -
fft/flj=2lfrf /^/-W-U^fl 
M z = 1 L M. . » r < W t - i L W , . . ^ * (iv-8) 
The first two terms in M represent the moment contributions from 
the pressure distributions at the circular cylindrical segments and the 
third term represents that from the bottom and the last two terms are 
those from the sector walls. Since the reference axes do not pass 
through the center of gravity of the undisturbed liquid, the evaluated 
expressions for moments will include the static moments of the fluid 
with respect to the reference axes. 
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As can be seen from the above expressions for forces and moments, 
the upper limit of integrations with respect to z is a moving boundary, 
i.e., the integrated expressions have to be evaluated at z = T](r,9,t) 
(Eq. (III-29))* Therefore, for the purpose of evaluation, we expand the 
pressure p(r,0,z,t) into Taylor series about z = 0. This is possible 
because p is analytic at z = 0. In order to be consistent with the 
third order solution, we need to keep only up to the second order terms 
in the expression for pressure. Thus we have 
then 
^>(r,0,*,t)= p(r,9,oft) + ^(r,e,o/t)-h 0(A
3) 
f f> j * = 7} Yfajfi + | % ( v ^ t ) + 00/*) (iv-9) 
From Eq. ( iV- l ) we have 
t ( ^ > 0 / t ) ^ - f j [ $ t + ^ ( i % ^ f ^ f J ^ - ^ V C o s 8 C c s ^ t J (IV-10) 
and for p we need only terms up to the first order, thus 
< 4̂ 
\{r. e, o,t) = -f j jf 4- fo wt [ J,fl,,w\ tft*iK WO Q M CosH* (IV-11) 
Therefore, take F as an example, we have 
•2lE0( (0 ,2wA (» r 





a J f>d. 












= \Q*B H^Ji^^^lj^BAt) 
f ^fl^^M^-M^t^^^) 
*r rl 
n L -Vi e = 2fro< 
= S\n2M I )| ]o(r,<mtf,o,t) + ^-"fj>(r,2*d,o.t) dr 
J 6 = 21W 
(IV-13) 
(IV-14) 
A more detailed evaluation of forces and moments can be found 
in Appendix II. Again, it is to be remarked here that all the forces 
and moments are expressed in terms of a13_ . Thus once ax x is solved by 






The results for nonlinear free oscillation can be obtained by 
setting X(t) = 0 in the expression of general solution in Chapter III. 
The relationship between the natural frequency and the liquid ampli-
tude, the so-called backbone curve," can be determined from Eq. (ill-
27) by setting e = 0. It becomes 
«,, (k,ii% K^+K/f+krf) 4- (i -rt){j -4rfc.*Xi -4iiV)= 0 (v-D 
where Kx, Kg, Kg, and K̂  are functions of liquid height and tank geom-
etry. For a given tank configuration, backbone curves are obtained 
from Eq. (V-l) for various liquid heights. From these backbone curves 
a characteristic depth H . could be found for each container such that, 
ch ; 
at that liquid height, the liquid system would exhibit linear vibration 
•u 
characteristics. For a liquid height — ^ H ,/a> the liquid system acts 
as either a nonlinear soft spring or a nonlinear hard spring. These 
are illustrated In the figures which follow. 
Figure 2 shows the backbone curves for a semicircular tank 
(k = — = 0, a = 0.5)• It is to be noted here that the solution for a 
a ' 
semicircular tank in the present analysis should correspond to the planar 
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Figure 2. Semicircular Tank: Backbone Curves Corresponding 
to Various Liquid Heights 
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values and eigenfunction are the same. From this figure, the charac-
teristic depth for a semicircular tank is found to be H ,/a = O.56, 
which is in good agreement with the result (H = 0-5) obtained by 
DiMaggio and Rehm [ 23] using the perturbation method. 
Backbone curves for a quarter sector tank (k = 0, a = 0.25) 
and a ̂ 5° sector tank (k = 0 , a = 0.125) are shown in Figures 3 and h, 
respectively. A similar pattern of backbone curves exists in these two 
containers. The characteristic depth for a quarter sector tank is found 
to be H /a = 0.27, which is in good agreement with the result (H , /a = 
0.29) obtained by Baird [10] using the Krylov-Bogoliubov method. For a 
4̂-5° sector tank, we see that H , /a = 0.17* This means that a sector 
' ch' 
tank with decreasing apex angle results in a lower characteristic depth; 
consequently, the liquid exhibits a nonlinear softening characteristic 
in a wider range of liquid heights. 
A surprising result of the nonlinear free oscillations is that 
more than one characteristics depth exists for certain tank configura-
tions. For example, there are two characteristic depths for an annular 
semicircular tank with k = 0.3; one is H , /a = O.38 and the other is 
H h/a = 1.12 as shown in Figure 5* Experiments (using an annular semi-
circular tank of k = O.306) confirm that there are two characteristic . 
depths for the annular semicircular tank. 
Another striking feature demonstrated in Figure 5 is that there 
is a sudden reversal of the nonlinear character of the liquid at a cer-
tain liquid height without passing through a characteristic depth. For 
h 
this particular annular semicircular tank the value is — = 0.6. This is 
a 
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Quarter Sector Tank 
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Figure 3* Quarter Sector Tank: Backbone Curves Corresponding 
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Figure k. h^° Sector Tank: Backbone Curves Corresponding 












- - = 0.1 
Figure 5* Annular Semicircular Tank (k = 0.3): Backbone Curves 
Corresponding to Various Liquid Heights 
h3 
superharmonic resonance of the first symmetric mode having the opposite 
nonlinear effect to the first antisymmetric mode) as shown in Figure 6. 
The experiments also indicate the existence of this "sudden reversal" 
phenomenon. The same result is found theoretically for the semicircu-
lar tank (Fig. 2) at - = Q.154. 
a 
A common feature of the results of nonlinear free oscillations 
for various tank configurations is that, beyond a certain liquid 
height, the backbone curve remains almost the same, i.e., further in-
crease in liquid height will hardly alter the nonlinear free response; 
h h 
it is — = 2.0 for a semicircular tank (Fig. 2)., — = 0.8 for a quarter a a 
h 
sector tank (Fig. 3)> — = 0.6 for a k^>° sector tank (Fig. h), and 
h 
— = 2.0 for an annular semicircular tank with k = 0.3 (Fig. 5). 
a 
Forced Oscillations 
To compare with available experimental data for a semicircular 
tank [ lh], numerical examples based on the present analysis were carried 
out and are presented in Figures 7a and 7b for different excitation am-
plitudes. The excitation is a lateral harmonic motion of the container, 
i.e., X(t) = e coscut. The liquid height in both cases is -̂  = 1.0 
(— = 2.0); thus, the liquid system shouLd exhibit a nonlinear softening 
a 
characteristic according to the results of free oscillation analysis. 
In each of these two figures, four nondimensional quantities are shown; 
namely the average liquid surface displacement amplitude, |Y0|/d, the 
(T) 
total force response in x-direction, F , the harmonic component of 
(l) force in x-direction, F , and the triple harmonic component of force 
JV 
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Figure 6. Annular Semicircular Tank (k = 0.3): Backbone Curves 
Showing Effect of Superharmonic Response 
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Figure 7a. Semicircular Tank: Liquid Force and Surface 
Displacement Response Curves (Excitation Am-
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Figure 7b. Semicircular Tank: Liquid Force and Surface 
Displacement Response Curves (Excitation Am-
plitude e/d = 0.00831) 
hi 
Here the average amplitude and the total force have the same meanings 
as defined in Reference [14-], i.e., 
X = i { ^ r =*' e = o,<ot = o) -)^<r*a,0 = o/wt=7C) 
where 7](r,6,t) is given by Eq. (111-29) and 
l^l=iUtFJ]wt,7LlFJ]rtaJ (v-3) 
where F is given by (IV-3) or (APII-l). 
The experimental points are shown on the graphs of "both total 
force response and the harmonic component of force in the x-direction 
to demonstrate the importance of the inclusion of the triple harmonic 
component in calculating total force response. The results are good 
for engineering applications. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the force in the y-direction on a semicir-
cular tank due to liquid sloshing for excitation amplitudes e/d = 0.0026, 
0.00571+, 0.00831, and 0.0106. It is to be noted that there is no har-
monic component of force response in the y-direction for a semicircular 
tank subjected to harmonic excitation in the x-direction. 
Figure 10 shows, similar to Figures 7a and 7b, average displace-
ment amplitude and force response in the x-direction for a quarter sec-
h 
tor tank with liquid height — = 1.0. These response curves are similar 
in form to those of the semicircular tank except, in this case, the 
crossing of the in-phase and out-of-phase response curves happened also 
in the harmonic component of force in the x-direction in addition to 
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CHAPTER VI 
APPLICATION TO VIBRATION REDUCTION 
In the foregoing investigation of lateral oscillation of a 
liquid in a rigid container^ a characteristic depth is found for each 
tank configuration such that, at that depth, the liquid exhibits 
linear vibration characteristics. 
Using this concept of a characteristic depth, we now explore, 
both theoretically and experimentally, the dynamic coupling of the 
liquid system to another dynamic system to investigate application 
of liquid lateral response as a dynamic vibration absorber. Let us 
first review briefly the description of liquid motion in a rigid con-
tainer by a dynamically equivalent mechanical model. 
Equivalent Mechanical Model for the Liquid Motion 
The linearized ideal fluid theory for the small oscillation of a 
liquid in a rigid container Is well established. The dynamically equiv-
alent mechanical model for the linear oscillation of the liquid is also 
well studied. One of the advantages of introducing an equivalent me-
chanical model is that the equations of motion for a continuous medium 
such as liquid can be replaced by the equations of motion for lumped 
masses and rigid bodies so that they can be used more readily for the 
overall stability analysis of a spece vehicle or for other purposes. 
Another reason for using equivalent mechanical models to represent the 
sloshing behavior of a contained liquid is that the slight damping 
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normally present in sloshing can be treated by adding linear dashpots 
to the undamped model system. 
When a container partially filled with liquid is excited, the 
liquid in the bottom of the tank is only slightly disturbed, i.e., it 
moves like a rigid body, whereas liquid near the free surface oscil-
lates. This means that the sloshing mass corresponding to a vibration 
mode is performing a motion relative to the container wall. Analogously 
therefore, the model is composed of a fixed mass in the bottom of the 
container to represent the essentially rigid or non-sloshing part of 
the liquid and a movable mass near the top of the container to represent 
the sloshing part of the liquid. The sum of the fixed and movable 
masses are taken equal to the total mass of the liquid. According to 
the theoretical development of liquid sloshing, a complete mechanical 
analogy for transverse sloshing must include an infinite number of 
movable masses, one for each of the infinitely many normal sloshing 
modes. However, it can be shown that the size of each of these movable 
masses decreases rapidly with increasing mode number. Thus for a prac-
tical application, a simple mechanical model is generally acceptable, 
i.e., to include in the mechanical model only one movable mass, mi, 
corresponding to the fundamental mode [25]. (in this case, the assump-
tion has to be made that the sum of the fixed mass, m0, and the only one 
movable mass, m1} equals the total liquid mass, m_.) 
The size of the movable masses and their locations and the other 
model elements can be determined by comparing results of the analytical 
mechanical model with those of potential theory for the liquid. A de-
tailed analysis and expressions for model elements, presented in a 
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tabulated form, for various types of mechanical models, can be found 
in References [5,27.1 • 
Several types of mechanical systems can be used to describe the 
linear liquid behavior in a rigid container. Examples would include a 
spring-mass model, a simple-pendulum model, a torsional-pendulum model, 
a torsional-spring-mass model, and a compound-double-pendulum model. 
However, the kind of movable mass to be used and its restraints depend 
on the type of excitation encountered. For example, a spring-mass or 
simple-pendulum model is widely used for translational and pitching 
excitations. For roll excitation, either a torsional-pendulum or 
torsional-spring-mass model could be used. 
For the present application, a simple mechanical model using a 
spring-mass model without dashpot ('undamped system, see Figure ll) 
will serve our purpose. 
For the investigation of the coupled dynamic system which fol-
lows in the next section, the following information is presented from 
Reference [ 5], which is a summary of the results obtained by various 
investigators. 
Circular Cylindrical Tank 
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Figure 11. Spring-Mass Analogy for Simple Mechanical Model 
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(VI-2) 
where c = the length of the tank, (parallel to the direction of exci-
tation) . 
Mathematical Model for the Liquid Acting as a Vibration 
Absorber 
One of the methods of reducing the effect of a resonance condi-
tion is the use of a dynamic vibration absorber. The principle of the 
dynamic vibration absorber was discovered by Frahm in 1909* The prin-
ciple can be explained as follows: 
Suppose we have an absorber with mass, m, and spring constant, 
k2, attached to a main spring-mass system, kx,M, with an external har-
monic excitation applied on the main system. If the natural frequency, 
k2/m, of the attached absorber is tuned to be equal to the frequency, U), 
of the external excitation, then it can be shown that the main mass, M, 
does not vibrate at all. In this case, the absorber, k2,m, vibrates in 
such a fashion that its spring force is at all instants equal and oppo-
site to the external excitation force. Thus there is no net force acting 
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on the main system and therefore the mass, M, does not move at all. 
The detailed analysis of this principle can be found from any 
standard vibration text book or can be illustrated by the present model 
to be discussed next. 
A mathematical model which described the actual experimental 
arrangements (see Figure 1̂ ) is shown in Figure 12. 
We note that the absorber considered here is the liquid in a 
rigid container filled to a characteristic depth H , where the absorber 
mass is the slosh mass of the liquid. Figure 12a shows the main sys-
tem having spring constant, ̂ , pendulum length, £, and mass, M, which 
includes the non-slosh mass, mass of container, and mass of the sup-
porting plate. 
The equation of motion for the main system (Fig. 12a) is 
Mf? +Mj!S;»! 4- kX^9 +4*(t&«&-c Gs*t)l =0 
For small oscillation, sin8 ̂  0, thus we obtain 
'I I * M I 6 ~ "MT COS W 
t + C% 5 = |ff Cos * (vi-3) 
k + k 
2 S" 1 e 
where Q = Q + yi i-3 ̂ e natural frequency of the main system. 
The equations of motion for the coupled system (Fig. 12b) are 




































(b) Spring Mass Analogy - Main System Plus Vibration Absorber 
as Represented by Sloshing Fluid Mass. 
Figure 12. Mechanical Model for Fluid as Vibration Absorber 
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i +ai* -h~kx^ = ̂ fu^ {lY~k) 
x, + fcl^a - *& 0 * 0 
where ou ~ = -^ and x2 is the displacement of this absorber mass in the a m * 5 
inertial system. 
Assume a solution of the form 
9 — 0 Cos rtt 
^3.= S 2 C&& Wt 
which yields the expressions for amplitudes 
(' - S) <*e' M i i s 
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From Eq. (VI-5)> it is clear that, if u; = u; , i.e., the natural 
frequency of the absorber is chosen to be equal to the frequency of 
the external excitation, then the response amplitude of the main sys-
tem 9 is identically equal to zero, and the response amplitude of the 
absorber (i.e., the liquid) is finite as can be seen from Eq. (VI-6). 
That is, for cu = <D , 
a 
4& **= 
2 ~ -WU£ 
or 
-»4Xfi« <VI-7) 
where the term on the right is the amplitude of the excitation force, 
and the term on the left is the absorber harmonic response represent-
ing the amplitude of slosh force. The negative sign on the left hand 
side means that the slosh force is exactly l80° out of phase with re-
spect to the external excitation force. These imply that the sloshing 
liquid is acting as an undamped dynamic vibration absorber. The ex-
periments to be discussed in the next chapter show that indeed the 




Experimental Apparatus and Procedure 
A photograph of the experimental apparatus used in the present 
investigation is shown in Fig. 13• The arrangement of the equipment is 
given in the diagram shown In Fig. l̂ f. Two categories of experiments 
were conducted using the saine apparatus with slight modifications. 
These two categories were: (l) tests of characteristic depth, and 
(2) tests of the liquid system as a vibration absorber. In the first 
category three types of containers were tested; namely, (i) a 12 inch 
long semicircular tank having a diameter of 7«78 inches, (ii) a 12 Inch 
long annular semicircular tank having a radius ratio of k = — = O.306 
with a = 3*89 inches, and (iii) a rectangular tank of length 11.̂ -7 
inches, width 7*7 inches, and height 6 inches. In the second category, 
tests were carried out using the same rectangular tank as in the first 
category, and in addition, a 12 inch long double-semicircular tank was 
used (actually a circular cylindrical tank with a vertical splitter 
plate parallel to the direction of excitation, diameter = 7-78 inches, so 
as to double the absorber mass and, at the same time, to suppress the 
liquid swirl motion which would appear in an uncompartmented circular 
cylindrical tank). All tanks were made of transparent acrylic plastic. 
Tank walls and bottoms had a thickness of one-fourth inch to ensure 
that these containers were essentially rigid in the operating frequency 






















Vibration Exciter System includes: 
1 . Low Frequency Oscillator (Hewlet Packard Model 202C) 
2. Power Amplifier (MB) 
3. Vibration Pickup Calibrator (MB Model C-ll) 
4. D.C Field Supply (MB) 
Figure. ik. Diagrams of Experimental Apparatus CA 
ro 
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range of one to five cps. 
As shown by Fig. 13, the apparatus consists of (a) an overhead 
frame with four cables to support an aluminum plate that carries the 
components of the system, (b) an electrodynamic vibration exciter sys-
tem, (c) an instrumentation system, (d) a base frame used to attach 
four springs to the supporting plate when the apparatus was used for 
vibration absorber tests. 
The length of the cables is adjustable and a level was used to 
check the horizontal position of the supporting plate before each test 
was started. The container was mounted on the supporting plate by 
bolts and nuts. 
A SO l"b force output electrodynamic vibration exciter (MB Model 
C-ll) was employed to provide a harmonic excitation. The original 
oscillator was replaced by an external low frequency oscillator (Hew-
lett-Packard Model 202C) in order to obtain a good control of the ex-
citation frequency in the operating range of one to five cps. A 
proximity capacitance transducer (PT-5) was mounted at the bottom part 
of the shaker to form a capacitor with the end of the shaker armature. 
The variation of the capacitance due to the change in distance between 
the transducer probe and the end of the shaker armature creates a signal 
which was then fed into a dynagage (?S 605) and was displayed on the 
oscilloscope. In this way, a constant displacement input could be 
monitored. Another proximity capacitance transducer was employed to 
detect the displacement response of the supporting plate (the main 
system) when the tests of the liquid system as a vibration absorber 
were conducted. 
6k 
A one inch diameter steel rod having a length of 12 inches was 
used as a driving rod for all the resonance tests. In preliminary 
tests of the absorber system, the same rod was used to drive the main 
system; however, the results were not desirable due to the fact that 
a complicated magnetic field was generated between the shaker armature 
and the field coil of the shaker such that the cancellation of the ex-
citation force was not very effective when the vibration absorber was 
in action. Later a spring isolator coupling (see Fig. 15) was designed 
and inserted between the driving rod and the shaker armature. By this 
manner, the absorber action could be detected very clearly. 
The liquid used in the experiments was tap water at room tempera-
ture (75-80°F). A tape with scale was fastened on the wall of each 
test tank at the location where maximum amplitude occurred. Then the 
maximum displacement of the free surface (double amplitude, i.e., the 
peak-to-peak amplitude) was measured visually. A scale of 0.05 inch 
could be read. A small amount of Webster Photocolors (No. 1A, green or 
orange) was added to improve readings. 
The test procedure consisted of monitoring a constant displace-
ment amplitude input excitation as frequency Increased, then decreased, 
and measuring the maximum liquid responses directly from the tank wall. 
The procedure was repeated for different excitation amplitudes for a 
fixed liquid height. From the resulting response curves a backbone 
curve could be drawn that represented the liquid response at that liquid 
height. Various liquid heights were chosen for the experiments depend-
ing upon the liquid behavior in a container. By inspection of the 
backbone curves corresponding to various liquid heights, a characteristic 
I wm i mm 
Figure 15. Components of Spring Isolator Coupling for Absorber Experiments 
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depth H (vertical backbone curve) could be determined so as to assure 
^ ch 
a linear response. 
After the characteristic depths had been determined for the semi-
circular tank and the rectangular tank, each tank was filled with liquid 
(water) to its individual characteristic depth and vibration absorber 
tests were conducted, measuring the displacement of the main system and 
that of the absorber. 
Experimental Results 
Tests of Characteristic Depth 
Tank configurations investigated in this program were a semi-
circular tank, an annular semicircular tank, and a rectangular tank. 
The basic objective of the experiments was to determine experimentally 
the characteristic depth(s) for each container. These values were then 
compared with the theoretically predicted data. The results obtained 
for each container are described in the following. The amplitudes 
shown on the graphs are one half of the measured peak-to-peak values. 
Semicircular Tank. The experimental response curves for various 
liquid heights in this container for several different excitation am-
plitudes are shown in Fig. l6. The resulting backbone curve shows the 
h 
characteristics of the liquid motion at a particular depth. For — = 0.3; 
a nonlinear hardening effect is demonstrated. As liquid height increases, 
the liquid system exhibits less hardening effect and tends toward a non-
linear softening effect. Wo truly vertical backbone curve could be 
found in the experiments performed for this container to represent a 
perfectly linear response. The characteristic depth H /a for this tank 
Vi 
geometry was approximated by Hch/a = - = 0.52, which is in good agreement 
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+ e = 0.0125 in: 
& _ e = 0.05 in; 
-? _e = 0.1 in. 
o e = 0.025 in. 
° e = 0.075 in. 
Figure l6. Semicircular Tank (a = 3*89 in.): Experimental Liquid 
Response for the First Antisymmetric Mode 
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with the theoretically calculated value H , /a = O.56. 
In Fig. 16 we observe in general that the liquid system exhibits 
hardening phenomena at low amplitudes, which tends to shift to soften-
ing for large amplitudes. Also, the response curves for larger excita-
tion become wider and in the case of Figs. 16(A) and 16(B), no jump 
phenomenon was observed. It is suggested that these large amplitude 
effects are due to damping in the system and the contribution of higher 
order modes. 
Annular Semicircular Tank. Previous theoretical analysis shows 
that there are two characteristic depths for the annular tank configura-
tion where k = — = 0.3, In the experiments, a container with k = O.306 
a 
was used and results are shown in Figure YJ. For — = 0.2, the liquid 
cl 
acts as a hard spring while for — = O.38, it exhibits a softening ef-
a 
feet. The linear characteristic depth is approximated by H /a = 0.37* 
It is interesting to note that the experiments showed, for liquid heights 
at around — = 0.6, a "sudden reversal." phenomenon (from a nonlinear sof-
a 
tening effect to a nonlinear hardening effect without passing through 
the characteristic) as predicted by the present theoretical analysis 
(Chapter V). In fact, in the experiments, this phenomenon persisted 
for a liquid height of — = 0*7 also. The first symmetric mode surface 
a 
wave at double the excitation frequency became strong and was seen very 
clearly at these liquid heights. As the liquid height continues to 
increase, the liquid system becomes less hard, then passes through the 
second characteristic depth and tends towards softening again. The 
second characteristic depth is approximated by H /a = 1.1. 
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Mode 
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Rectangular Tank. Theoretical analysis for the first antisym-
metric mode [20] predicted that the characteristic depth for the rec-
ti 
tangular tank geometry would be — = 0.20U, where c is the length of 
the rectangular tank. The experimental results for this tank configu-
r-
ation are shown in Fig. lo. The characteristic depth is found to be 
H ,/c = 0.25. The backbone curve corresponding to this liquid height 
is nearly vertical. This indicates that the liquid system behaves 
nicely as a linear spring-mass system and should act as a good vibra-
h 
tion absorber (to be tested in the next section). For — < 0.25, the 
h liquid exhibits nonlinear hardening characteristics while for — > 
0.25, it acts as a nonlinear soft spring. 
Test of Liquid System as a Vibration Absorber 
Two containers were used to investigate the vibration absorber 
of the liquid; a double-semicircular tank and a rectangular tank. From 
previous tests it was found that the characteristic depth for a rec-
tangular tank was H , /c = 0.25 and that for a semicircular tank, 
H , /a = 0.52; a double-semicircular tank instead of a single semicircu-
lar container was used to increase the absorber liquid mass for more 
effective absorber action. Experiments were then carried out based on 
these characteristics depths. Results were as follows. 
Double-Semicircular Tank. The following data apply: 
kj. = 3-2 lb/in. ; Q = u> = 11.7 rad/sec (1.86 cps) 
n a 
A rectangular tank with finite width (7*7 in.) was used for the 
experiment while in Reference [20] the analysis was based on a rectangu-
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k = 8 lb/in ; H ,/a = - = 0.52 
e ch a 
ki + k e 
I = 6 f t ; M = ~ 
n i 
^ " M ~ 32.8 °,CV* 
The response of the platform to harmonic excitation near reso-
nance is shown in Fig. 19, while response of the coupled platform-
fluid system is presented in Fig. 20. From Fig. 20(a) it is clear that 
the liquid oscillating at the first antisymmetric mode dramatically re-
duces vibration of the platform, although it should be noted that a 
very small residual amplitude {k X 10 3 inches) remains. This deviation 
of experimental results from the zero amplitude of theoretical predic-
tions is not surprising since tests of the characteristic depth had shown 
that liquid at this height in this container did not have a completely 
linear response. Other factors which attribute to the difference between 
experimental results and theory might be the small mass ratio |i, the 
actual damping effect of the liquid, and friction in the spring coupling 
to the exciter. 
Rectangular Tank. In this case: 
kx = 3-2 lb/in. ; Q = CJU =; 8.1+8 rad/sec (1-35 cps) 
n a 
k = 2.6 lb/in. ; H ,/c = - = 0.25 e ' ' ch/ c 
k + k 
I = 6 f t ; M = 
a 2 - £ 
n X m 6.^7^ 
Experimental responses of the platform alone and those of the 
coupled platform-fluid system are shown in Figures 21 and 22, respectively. 
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Figure 19- Double-Semicircular Tank (a = 3*89 in.): Amplitude vs. 
Frequency of Main System Including Non-sloshing Fluid 
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Figure 20. Double-Semicircular Tank (a = 3-89 in.) 
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Figure 21. Rectangular Tank (L = 11.^7 in., W = 7-7 in., H = 6 in.): 
Amplitude vs. Frequency of Main System Including Non-
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Figure 22. Rectangular Tank (L = 11.^7 in., W = 7-7 in., H = 6 in.) 
Amplitude vs. Frequency of the Coupled System 
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Excellent vibration absorber action was obtained for this case as dem-
onstrated in Fig. 22(a), where the displacement of the platform is 
essentially zero at the natural frequency of the liquid (absorber) as 
expected. In fact, this could be anticipated by observing the results 
of resonance tests where a nearly vertical backbone curve was obtained, 
indicating that liquid at this characteristic depth in a rectangular 
tank would behave as an essentially linear spring-mass system. Further-
more, the large mass ratio fj, for this case (|i = O.19) contributed to 




Both theoretical and experimental investigations have been made 
of a liquid oscillating in a rigid container. In the theoretical 
analysis, the nonlinear behavior of the liquid in a cylindrical tank of 
annular sectored cross section subjected to a lateral excitation has 
been studied. The tank configuration is very general; it can be re-
generated to various annular or various sector containers. The 
analysis is carried out for a first-antisymmetric-mode standing wave; 
however, the same procedure may also be applied to any other mode of 
interest. 
Nonlinear effects were accounted for by coupling free surface 
waves between the predominant mode (lowest antisymmetric mode) and 
secondary modes (first symmetric mode and first cos 29-mode) based 
on a third order theory. Thus the problem is simplified and Is less 
complicated than that of other methods, e.g., the perturbation method 
or the Krylov-Bcgoliubov method. 
The analysis has been performed for both free and forced oscil-
lations of the liquid. The procedures of the analysis can be outlined 
as follows: 
(1) Formulate equation of motion and boundary conditions. 
(2) Approximate the nonlinear free surface conditions. 
(3) Find the eigenvalues and eigenvunctions for the problem. 
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(k) Introduce permissible assumptions based upon the order of 
magnitude considerations. A third order solution is considered. 
(5) Employ the Boundary Galerkin Method to reduce nonlinear 
partial differential equations to nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations. 
(6) Solve the nonlinear vibration problem described by a set of 
second order ordinary differential equations. 
(7) Obtain the relationship between natural frequency and liquid 
amplitude (free oscillation). 
(8) Calculate the free surface elevation, pressure distribu-
tions, liquid forces and moments exerting onto the container due to 
the liquid oscillation caused by a lateral harmonic excitation (forced 
oscillation). 
(9) Apply the concept of a characteristic depth obtained from 
the free oscillation analysis with the principle of a dynamic vibration 
absorber to investigate the coupling of liquid systems with other dynamic 
systems. 
The nonlinear vibration problem described by a set of second order 
ordinary differential equations in step (6) is solved by applying the 
Ritz Averaging Method. Thus the solution is applicable for both resonant 
and non-resonant cases. It is found that the character of the nonlinear 
behavior of the liquid is described by a generalized Duffing-type 
equation. 
Numerical examples are carried out for both free and forced oscil-
lations and are compared with available theoretical and experimental 
data. The relationship between natural frequency and liquid amplitude 
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for nonlinear oscillation, which yields the well-known 'backbone curve, 
is determined theoretically for the first antisymmetric mode. For a 
given tank configuration, backbone curves are obtained for various 
liquid depths. From these, a characteristic depth, H , , is found for 
each of the several tanks studied such that at that depth the liquid 
would exhibit linear vibration characteristics. For a liquid height 
h / H ,, the liquid system would behave as either a nonlinear soft 
spring or as a nonlinear hard spring. Results of this theoretical 
analysis are then compared with experimentally obtained values. 
The characteristic depth for a semicircular tank calculated by 
the present analysis is found to be H , /a = O.56, which is in good 
agreement with the result (H , /a = 0.5) obtained by DiMaggio and Rehm 
using the perturbation method. The experiments show that H , /a = O.52. 
The characteristic depth for a quarter sector tank is found to be 
H /a = 0.27, which agrees very well with the result (H ./a = 0.29) 
obtained by Baird using the Krylov-Bogoliubov method. For a ̂ +5° sec-
tor tank, H /a = 0.1? is obtained. Wo experimental data were avail-
able for comparison for the other tank configurations investigated. 
These results indicate that a sector tank with decreasing apex angle 
results in a lower characteristic depth; this means that the liquid be-
haves as a nonlinear soft spring in a wider range of the liquid heights. 
For an annular semicircular tank, an interesting result was 
obtained in which it was found that more than one characteristic depth 
can exist for certain tank configurations. For example, for an annular 
semicircular tank with k = 0.3; the analysis predicts two characteristic 
depths: one at H ,/a == 0.38> the other at H ,/a = 1.12. Experiments 
8k 
(employing an annular semicircular tank of k = O.306) confirmed that 
there were indeed two characteristic depths (H ), one at H ,/a = 0.37> 
the other at H . /a = 1.1. 
ch' 
Another interesting result obtained from the present analysis 
was that (for certain tank configurations) there was a sudden reversal 
of the nonlinear character of the liquid at certain liquid heights 
without passing through a characteristic depth. This occurred at the 
h 
liquid height — = O.b for the annular semicircular tank of k = 0.3> and 
h 
at a height — = 0.15*+ for the semicircular tank. The experiments veri-
fied that such a "sudden reversal" phenomenon exists for the annular 
semicircular tank tested (k = O.306). This phenomenon is demonstrated 
h 
in Figure 17 for — = 0.6 and 0.7« It appears to be due to the super-
a 
harmonic resonance of the first symmetric mode (secondary mode), which 
has the opposite nonlinear effect to the first antisymmetric mode. 
A common characteristic of these results for nonlinear liquid 
oscillations for various tank geometries was that, up to a certain liquid 
height, the backbone curve remained almost the same, that is further in-
crease in liquid height had little effect on the nonlinear response as 
can be seen from Figures 2, 3; k, and 5« 
For forced oscillation, numerical evaluations for liquid response 
due to harmonic excitation were carried out for a semicircular tank and 
for the quarter sector tank. Total force response in the x-direction 
for a semicircular tank was compared with experimental results obtained 
by Abramson, et al. [ 1^]. Good agreement was obtained by including the 
higher harmonic components of response in the theory. The importance of 
including the triple harmonic component for forced response in the 
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x-direction is clearly shown in Figures 6 and 7* Forced responses for 
a quarter sector tank were similar in form to those of the semicircular 
tank and are given in Fig. 10. 
In the experiments for the determination of characteristic depth, 
a rectangular tank was also studied. These results are shown in Fig. 18. 
The characteristic depth is found to be — = 0.25, where c is the length 
of the tank parallel to the direction of excitation. 
The concept of a characteristic depth is then applied to investi-
gate theoretically and experimentally the application of liquid lateral 
response as a tuned dynamic vibration absorber. It was shown theoreti-
cally in Chapter VI that the sloshing liquid with height at a character-
istic depth in a rigid container should act as an undamped dynamic vi-
bration absorber. The experiments confirmed that the liquid oscillating 
at the first antisymmetric mode did reduce the vibration of the main 
system in the manner of a vibration absorber, although not perfect am-
plitude reduction was obtained for the double-semicircular tank. 
However, excellent vibration absorber action was noted for the rectangu-
lar tank and this is shown in Fig. 22(a). Here, the displacement of 
the main system is essentially zero at the natural frequency of the 
liquid (absorber) as predicted. 
Finally, it is said that a picture is worth a thousand words; a 
motion picture supplementing this dissertation has been taken. The 
contents of the movies can be summarized as follows: 
(1) Present the experimental apparatus and operational procedures. 
(2) Demonstrate the liquid nonlinear jump phenomena (resonance 
tests). 
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(3) Show that the oscillating liquid system can be developed 
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APPENDIX II 
EVALUATIONS OF FORCES AND MOMENTS 
Forces 
In view of Eqs. (IV-13) and (TV-lk), the force in the x-direction 
(Eq. (lV-12)) can be written as 
£ = £• t |"2 + |̂ "5 + (^ (APII-l) 
where 
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( ( 
R =- Sinziw f[l( t>Cr,«-.0,-t)+f ̂ ir^^o.t)] <fcr 
in which the appropriate pressure distributions p can be found from 
Eq. (IV-2), T] from Eq. (111-29), and p from Eq. (iV-ll). 
z 
Similarly, the force in the y-direction (Eq. {TV-k)) is found to 
be 
^ •?* ** t?2 * "?3 *" Iy4 
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Moments 
In calculating moments, we have to expand the function 
"z p(r,0,z,t)" into Taylor series. It is to be noted that 
| ^ z p ) - f +zf2 
£ ( * « = fL + fz
 + ̂ « = 2 f t + *fe 2 2 . 
hence 
f(y;B,z,t) = z f>(r,8-,o,t) - H Z 2 fz(r, a,o,t) + - • -
and 
.1 I z f Jz = 4Lf(r,e,o,t)+ |-f.tt e' o t ) + 0(rf) (APII-3) 
Thus the moment in x-direction (Eq. (IV-6)) is found to be 
Mx = MK/- Mx + Mx3+ h V
 M « (APII~'° 
where 
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25;.e Jrde 
In a similar way, the moment in y-direction (Eq. (IV-7)) is 
found to be 
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